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Abstract—Cloud users may decide to live migrate their virtual
machines from a public cloud provider to another due to a
lower cost or ceasing operations. Currently, it is not possible
to install a second virtualization platform on public cloud
infrastructure (IaaS) because nested virtualization and hardware-
assisted virtualization are disabled by default. As a result, cloud
users’ VMs are tightly coupled to providers IaaS hindering live
migration of VMs to different providers. This paper introduces
LivCloud, a solution to live cloud migration. LivCloud is designed
based on well-established criteria to live migrate VMs across
various cloud IaaS with minimal interruption to the services
hosted on these VMs. The paper discusses the basic design of
LivCloud which consists of a Virtual Machine manager and IPsec
VPN tunnel introduced for the ﬁrst time within this environment.
It is also the ﬁrst time that the migrated VM architecture (64-bit
& 32-bit) is taken into consideration. In this study, we evaluate the
implementation of the basic design of LivCloud on Amazon EC2
C4 instance. This instance has a compute optimized instance and
has high performance processors. In particular we explore three
developed options. Theses options are being tested for the ﬁrst
time on EC2 to change the value of the EC2 instance’s control
registers. Changing the values of the registers will signiﬁcantly
help enable nested virtualization on Amazon EC2.
Keywords—Virtualization; Virtual Machine; Network Virtu-
alization; Nested Virtualization; Live Cloud Migration; Cloud
infrastructure
I. INTRODUCTION
Virtualization allows cloud users to exploit multi-tenant
resources (compute, network and storage) from a secure
Cloud IaaS [3]. Public cloud IaaS is often described as a
heterogeneous environment due to the fact that each cloud
provider has their own hypervisor. Providers such as Amazon
EC2 and Rackspace use the hypervisor Xen; while, Fractus
and Google Compute Engine rely on KVM. Windows Azure,
on the other hand, uses the Microsoft hypervisor, Hyper-
V [1][2]. Despite that many providers leverage the same
hypervisors for virtualization, for example, Google and HP
both use KVM, live cloud migration of VMs between those
providers is still challenging [2]. This has made it difﬁcult for
cloud users to live migrate VMs to other providers [1]. This
is one consequence of vendor lock-in [6]. If cloud users were
able to utilize resources and services from various providers,
many beneﬁts would be achieved, including, offering service
continuity in case of ceasing operation or natural disasters,
borrowing resources from different providers in case of over-
utilization or limited resources and achieving high ﬂexibility
to change service providers, thereby, alleviating vendor lock-
in [6][21]. Furthermore, in 2016, RightScale conducted cloud
computing trends survey in which 1060 IT professionals were
interviewed about their adoption of cloud infrastructure and
related technologies. The survey showed 17% of enterprises
had more than 1000 virtual machines (VMs) in public cloud,
up from 13% in 2015 [20]. This number of VMs would have
been reduced to 250 VMs hosting 4 VMs each if public
cloud IaaS had not been deliberately locked (disabled nested
virtualization or no hardware-assisted virtualization features
enabled).
LivCloud is a user-centric live cloud migration approach
that does not need the provider’s agreement to be applied. It
is designed based on live cloud migration criteria to achieve
effective live migration of VMs public cloud infrastructure
(IaaS) without service interruption [2][21]. It is envisioned
into two stages: the basic design and enhancement of the basic
design [2]. This paper evaluates the basic design of LivCloud
on Amazon EC2 c4.2xlarge instances [2]. By default nested
virtualization or hardware-assisted virtualization features (Intel
VT-x, Intel VT-d and Extended Page Tables) are not enabled
on any Amazon instances [4][28]. Nested virtualization is
conﬁguring one hypervisor (in the upper layer) within a virtual
machine hosted by another hypervisor [25]. Consequently,
enhanced QEMU, HQEMU is conﬁgured as a second layer
hyperviosr. HQEMU [29] is an academic project to enhance
QEMU performance by using dynamic binary translation
(DBT). DBT is similar to binary translation mentioned in
Section II-B, but DBT is an open source technology. The
implementation process has a number of twisted conﬁgura-
tions to overcome Amazon network and KVM conﬁguration
challenges. For example, adding a second network interface
with Elastic IP [27] is layer 3 networking with detailed
steps to correctly enable this interface; whereas, in traditional
operating system, adding a second interface is a simple layer 2
networking. Moreover, conﬁguring IPsec VPN tunnel between
Amazon VPC and the local network to secure the migration
channel. The Virtual Machine (VM) manager is used as GUI
interface to connect Cloud-Host on the Amazon VPC to Local-
Host on the local network. IPsec VPN and the virtual manager
are the main contributions of implementing LivCloud.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section
II presents a brief summary of related work highlighting
existing approaches to achieve live cloud migration. Section III
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Fig. 1. LivCloud Architecture on Amazon EC2
introduces the LivCloud architecture on Amazon EC2. Section
IV explains the implementation of LivCloud on EC2. Section
V discusses the implementation results. Section VI outlines the
possible solutions to enable nested virtualization on Amazon
EC2. The conclusion and future work are presented in Section
VII.
II. RELATED WORK
Nested virtualization has been used to decouple the VM
from public IaaS [1][3][7]. Nested virtualization is conﬁguring
one hypervisor (in the upper layer) within a virtual machine
hosted by another hypervisor [25]. Most of legacy hypervisors,
such as KVM, Xen, and VMware can run nested virtual-
ization [3][4][7]. However, public cloud hypervisors do not
allow running nested virtualization [1]. Two main techniques
have been used to enable nested virtualization on the top of
cloud IaaS: paravirtualization and binary translation. The Xen
hypervisor can be conﬁgured to run paravirtualization concept,
while VMware and hypervisor, HVX run binary translation
[4][7]. KVM is limited in running paravirtualization. However,
OPENFV has been developing KVM for running Network
Function Virtualization (NFV), which will help overcoming
KVMs limitations [2][9]. In the following sections, two related
user-centric approaches are explained, Supercloud [1] that uses
paravirtualization and HVX [7] that runs binary translation.
A. Supercloud
It is developed using resources from a number of ma-
jor cloud providers, including Amazon EC2, Rackspace, HP
Cloud and other private clouds [1]. Supercloud uses nested
virtualization (Xen-Blanket [4]) that overcomes cloud hetero-
geneity. Xen-Blanket leverages the paravirtualization (PV-on-
HVM) drivers on Xen. Xen paravirtualization cannot run un-
modiﬁed operating systems (i.e., Windows) [4]. The approach
achieves relatively acceptable performance, about 1.4 seconds
migration downtime [4][22]. Disk I/O drivers overhead caused
by Xen-Blanket reached 30%, which may affect the physical
machine and the other VMs residing on that machine [1][23].
The approach does not utilize an encryption algorithm. Also,
a security mechanism is not used during the process, so it
opens the system to security attacks. As a result, the migration
channel is insecure and data ﬂow is vulnerable to attacks, such
as, ARP/ DHCP/DNS poising [26]. The approach relies on
Xen as a nested virtualization platform, which has a number
of issues. Xensploit tool is developed to execute man-in-the-
middle attack during VM migration. It is able to modify
the sshd memory segment to circumvent sshd authentication.
With such a tool, VM might be accessed and the system
conﬁdentiality and integrity may be compromised [13][14].
B. HVX
It can run unmodiﬁed operating systems (i.e., Windows).
HVX is similar to VMware because both virtualization plat-
forms use binary translation. However, the lack of a popular
open-source binary translation hypervisor has allowed other
approaches (such as paravirtualization) to be more popular
[7][15]. The binary translation manages to incorporate various
virtualization hypervisors, such as Qemu, Xen paravirtualiza-
tion, KVM and VMware ESX. Therefore, it is able to decouple
the VM from underlying hardware [7]. This approach is the
only one to run both modiﬁed O/S (Linux) and unmodiﬁed O/S
(Windows). Despite, it is seen as a proprietary product and it
cannot be evaluated [15]. There is no quantitative evaluation
of the approach’s speed, but rather it is mentioned as robust
and reliable [7]. As the approach leverages binary translation
to achieve a better performance in a nested virtualization
environment, many experts do not agree with performance
statement as this technique imposes extra overhead on the
guest kernel [1][7].
III. LIVCLOUD ARCHITECTURE ON AMAZON EC2
Figure 1 illustrates LivCloud architecture on Amazon EC2.
LivCloud is designed based on live cloud migration criteria
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Fig. 2. LivCloud’s implementation on Amazon EC2
published in [21], which are classiﬁed in three general cate-
gories: performance, ﬂexibility and security. There are three
performance criteria, denoted as:
• P1 live migration must be imperceptible to the migrated
VM and its users;
• P2 predicting the required resources to decide whether or
not to proceed with live migration;
• P3 monitoring resource utilization to avoid overutilization
and to predict any possible failure.
There are two ﬂexibility criteria:
• F1 decoupling the migrated VM from underlying system
by supporting wide range of hardware drivers, such as
CPU drivers;
• F2 supporting various OS on the migrated VM, for
instance, Windows.
With respect to security, there are security criteria:
• S1 maintaining data privacy during live migration using
encryption;
• S2 imposing authentication during migration .
To support effective live cloud migration, the design needs
a foundation that supports nested virtualization in order to
decouple VMs from the cloud IaaS and connect hypervisors
on the IaaS in order to facilitate live migration back and forth.
In addition to this, the design needs to optimize live migra-
tion performance, prevent any potential failure, and protect
the process against hijacking and penetration [2]. The basic
requirements help fulﬁll F1, F2, and P1. In the basic design
stage, Dynamic DNS is used to maintain the migrated VM’s
connections and conﬁgurations (P1). Dynamic DNS is used to
keep a domain name pointing to the same physical or virtual
server connected to the Internet regardless of any IP addresses
changes [30]. Also, IPsec VPN tunnel is used to fulﬁll S1 and
S2. The secure connection between LivCloud and IaaS is an
essential part of live cloud migration.
IV. LIVCLOUD IMPLEMENTATION ON EC2
A. Experiment motivation
The main motivation behind conducting HQEMU live mi-
gration between Local-Host and Cloud-Host across the In-
ternet is to illustrate that LivCloud basic design can be im-
plemented on uncontrolled environment, Amazon’s datacenter
without any enhancements from the next stage of LivCloud.
B. experiment setup
To achieve the basic design stage, a private network
(172.16.10.0/24) based in Bournemouth (UK), which has two
physical servers (Local-Host and NFS server) is connected
to a Ubuntu server 14.04 (private address, 10.0.0.10/24) on
Amazon’s datacentre in London, UK. The experiment aims to
evaluate LivCloud’s basic design within the mentioned envi-
ronment. Thus, the lab setup as shown in Figure 2 consists of
one HP Z440 workstation is connected to the Internet through
EdgRouter X and Netgear L2 switch providing 1Gbps. The
workstation has 32GB of RAM, 1TB disk and 4-core 2.8GHz
Intel(R) Xeon(R) E5-1603 v3 CPU. 64-bit Ubuntu Server
14.04 LTS, HQEMU (Layer 1 hypervisor) and HQEMU routed
network are installed and conﬁgured on the machine, Local-
Host. The other machine on the private network is conﬁgured
as an NFS server (FreeNAS 9.3) for the lab. The Amazon
c4.2xlarge instance 64-bit Ubuntu server 14.04, Cloud-Host is
connected through a network card providing 1Gbps. The server
has 15GB of RAM, 100GB disk and 8 vCPU 2.9GHz Intel(R)
Xeon(R) Xeon E5-2666 v3. HQEMU (Layer 2 hypervisor) and
HQEMU routed network are installed and conﬁgured on the
instance. Any VM on either Local-Host or Cloud-Host can
be conﬁgured with a local disk or a disk hosted on the lab
NFS server. Using HQEMU, VMs, 2 VMs, 32-bit Windows
XP, xp-1 and 64-bit Ubuntu server 14.04, ub-14-sh used as
the migrated VMs between both hosts. Their disks are hosted
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Fig. 3. Virtual manager’s connection to both hosts
Fig. 4. Latency comparison between Internet connection and IPsec VPN
on the NFS server. The Windows VM has 1GB of RAM,
2vCPUs and 5GB of disk. Whereas, the Ubuntu VM has 2GB
of RAM, 2vCPU and 8GB of disk. The private network and
the Amazon VPC network are securely connected via IPsec
VPN tunnel. Local-Host and Cloud-host are connected through
the tunnel via the VM manager that is installed on Local-
Host as shown in Figure 3. VPC is Amazon Virtual Network
that helps building user-deﬁned private network subnets inside
the cloud in order to facilitate controlling IP address changes
[24]. Furthermore, Dynamic DNS is used to maintain the
migrated VMs’ connections and conﬁgurations (P1). Dynamic
DNS is used to keep a domain name pointing to the same
physical or virtual server connected to the Internet regardless
of any IP addresses changes [30]. no.ip is a dynamic DNS
provider that has been chosen to register ub-14-sh and xp-
1 under the DNS name records, ub-14-sh.ddns.net and xp-
1.ddns.net respectively. Dynamic DNS clients (noip-2.1.9-1)
are installed and conﬁgured on both migrated VMs [10]. Also,
to prove that it can achieve ﬂexibility and security despite that
it is not possible to conduct a successful migration at this
stage. Moreover, the migrated VMs’ hardware speciﬁcations
in respect to RAM and disks sizes are larger than the migrated
VMs in previous approaches [1][3][7].
V. EXPERIMENT RESULTS DISCUSSION
In this scenario, both hosts have HQEMU bridged or routed
network installed and conﬁgured because KVM modules can-
not be loaded on Amazon EC2 instances. IPsec VPN tunnel
is conﬁgured between the Local-Host’s private network and
Amazon VPC. Local-Host and EC2 Cloud-host are connected
through the tunnel via the virtual manager that is installed on
Local-Host as shown in Figure 3. The migration process of ub-
14-sh is also shown in this ﬁgure. Amazon VPC provides two
public IPs to VPN tunnel for load-balancing. Figure 4 shows a
comparison between the latency (RTT) of a direct ping from
Local-Host to Cloud-Host’s public IP and the latency of a
ping through the IPsec VPN from Local-Host to Cloud-Host’s
private IP. The private network and the Amazon VPC network
are securely connected via IPsec VPN tunnel.
A. Live migration with shared disk
Despite the successful completion of the migration of 2
VMs with shared disks (xp-1 & ub-14-sh) from Local-Host to
Cloud-Host, it is necessary to restart both VMs to ﬁx the halt
state on xp-1 and the kernel panic on ub-14-sh. The average
total migration time of ub-14-sh is just above 3 minutes,
whereas, it is about 2 minutes in xp-1 migration. Furthermore,
the performance of both VMS is rather slow despite compiling
HQEMU [29] instead of QEMU. Figure 5 shows the kernel
panic of ub-14-sh.
B. Live migration without shared disk
Live migration of VMs disks has been considered in many
studies [3][16]. However, it is considered to be unreliable
and needs synchronization between CPU processing speed and
network bandwidth [18]. Moreover, many cloud users prefer
keeping VMs disks in-house for more control and privacy
[1][8][22]. As mentioned earlier, LivCloud uses HQEMU
that is an enhancement of QEMU. QEMU has a live block
migration feature that allows migrating the disks state [18].
Fig. 5. Migrated Ubuntu VM’s kernel panic
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Fig. 6. Migrated Ubuntu VM’s halt state
However, during the evaluation of LivCloud, this feature
showed instability and the process crushed many times. How-
ever, before crushing both VMs continue working for almost 2
minutes and Dynamic DNS’s records are correctly update with
the new public IP. The total migration time is approximately
15 minutes of both VMs due to the disks sizes. As a result,
live migration of the VM’s disk is cloud users’ decision to
either use this feature or leave the disk on the shared storage in
LivCloud. Figure 6 shows the crushing of the migrated Ubuntu
VM. In the next section, a number of solutions to enable nested
virtualization on Amazon EC2 are discussed. Some of them
have been tested during the implementation process and some
of them are still being evaluated.
VI. POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS TO ENABLE NESTED
VIRTUALIZATION
To load KVM modules on public IaaS, the hardware-
assisted virtualization features must be enabled. To check if
the IaaS has theses features, the KVM acceleration must be
enabled, VMX or SVM ﬂags’s number should be larger than
0 and the nested virtulaition of kvm intel must be set to ’Y’.
Figure 7 proves that these features are not enabled on Amazon
EC2 instances. There is a number of possible solutions to
Fig. 7. Hardware-assisted virtualization features disabled on EC2
enable theses values and consequently, enable the hardware-
assisted virtualization on public cloud IaaS. The following
solutions have been explored as part of the implementation
process.
A. Recompiling Amazon C4 Linux instance’s kernel
This solution aims to recompile the instance kernel with
speciﬁc features enabled such as, KVM acceleration support as
shown in Figure 8 using the latest version of Linux kernel [11]
and menuconﬁg command [12]. The menuconﬁg command is
a menu-based user interface that rebuilds Linux kernel with
selected options. Because Amazon instances’ BIOS cannot
be reached, menuconﬁg is an alternative tool to enable many
hardware features on the instances. The rebuilding process of
the kernel takes about two hours to ﬁnish and includes also
upgrading the grub ﬁle. However, the result of this process
changes only the nested virtualization of kvm intel from ’N’
Fig. 8. Recompiling the EC2 instance’s kernel
to ’Y’. However, the other two features, the KVM acceleration
and the VMX ﬂags number, the process cannot change their
values. This solution does not help improve the live migration
process.
B. Compiling Bareﬂank on Amazon EC2
Bareﬂank [17] is an open source, lightweight hypervisor,
lead by Assured Information Security, Inc. which provides the
minimum requirements to install other complete/complicated
hypervisors, such as Xen, KVM and VirtualBox. To enhance
Bareﬂank development, it is written in C++, and includes
support for exceptions and the C++ Standard Template Library
(STL) via libc++. It can be run on various operating systems,
including Windows and Linux. If the compilation of the
hypervisor is successful, it converts the operating system
into a VM [17]. It is installed and conﬁgured on Amazon
c4.2xlarge instance because it can force enabling hardware-
assisted virtualization, but the conﬁguration process to convert
the operating system to a VM has been repeatedly interrupted
and stopped by the Amazon hypervisor, Xen.
C. Run a C script on Amazon EC2
It is a script written in C language that had been used to
enable Intel VT-x on Mac Pro and other operating systems
in 2008 [5]. This code is programmed to enable hardware-
assisted virtualization on the Intel based machines that have
theses features in the CPU architecture, but there is no BIOS
support for them provided that the BIOS does not lock these
features. The result of running the script shows that the BIOS
Fig. 9. The output of running the script on C4 instance
locks these features as shown in Figure 9.
There is a potential solution that is still under evaluation.
It consists of reprogramming an existing Assembly code
written to enable Intel VT-x and EPT on a Windows physical
machine [19]. It switches on the values of the machine’s CPU
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control registers to enable nested virtualization features on
Amazon. The reprogramming is based on enabling the code to
modify the vCPU’s control registers values on Amazon Ubuntu
instance.
VII. CONCLUSION
Given the current state of public cloud IaaS in terms of
hardware-assisted virtualization features, VMs live migration
is still challenging to cloud users. LivCloud approach is
introduced to help successfully live migrate cloud users’
VMs without services disruption across different public cloud
providers. The basic design stage of this approach is im-
plemented and evaluated on Amazon C4 instance. Although,
the connectivity is securely maintained between Local-Host
and Cloud-Host through Virtual Machine manager and IPsec
tunnel, the migration process is not successfully completed due
to the lack of nested virtualization feature on Amazon IaaS. We
explore 3 developed options to enable nested virtualization on
Amazon EC2. None of them have yielded the desired results.
In our future work, we will investigate other alternatives, such
as using open source libraries or hard coding approaches to
enable virtualization features.
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